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1 Introduction

An increasing share of economic activity concentrates in urban areas. Urbanization is associated

with higher levels of economic development and improved living standards. It is therefore

essential to understand the determinants of urbanization patterns and location of cities.

Two competing strands of literature developed in recent years. On the one hand, there is

growing evidence that location fundamentals, like access to transportation networks or resource

endowments, might have a long-term impact on the formation of urban settlements, even after

the initial determinants become obsolete. For example, Bleakley and Lin (2012) argue that

historical river portage sites in the U.S. attracted manufacturing and therefore affected the

location of cities even after the portage itself ceased to be significant. On the other hand,

starting with Davis and Weinstein (2002), there is substantial evidence that once formed, urban

networks are extremely resilient to temporary adverse shocks to capital and population.

Using recently discovered archival data, this article studies the impact of the 1933 Soviet

famine on population and urbanization patterns. I document that, although most of the famine

victims lived in rural areas, the famine had a persistent negative impact on the urban popu-

lation. In fact, rural population gradually recovered while urban settlements in more affected

areas became permanently smaller. The paper argues that the shortage of labor during the

crucial years of rapid industrialization hindered the development of cities in areas struck by the

famine. Thus, the timing of the shock to population appears to be an important factor. While

established urban networks recover from large temporary negative shocks, the lack of people

during construction and rapid growth might have a permanent negative impact.

My empirical findings are consistent with the classical model presented in Krugman (1991).

Since the primary factor of rural sector of the economy, land, is immobile, rural population should

be distributed in accordance with location characteristics and, to equalize marginal product of

rural labor, short-term shocks to population should have no persistent impact. Agglomerations,

on the other hand, can have multiple equilibria because urban capital is relatively more mobile

and because of the increasing returns to agglomeration. My results are also consistent with

the Michaels et al. (2012) study of structural transformation from rural to urban economy.

Studying urban and rural population of U.S. locations, the authors document that, for the

intermediate values of population density, population growth (and therefore urbanization) is

strongly positively correlated with the initial population density. Thus, a negative shock to
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population during structural transformation from agricultural to industrialized economy might

generate a persistent negative impact.

My study proceeds as follows. First, I employ a panel of 81 provinces constituting present-

day Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine and spanning years from 1897 to 2010 and use cross-sectional

variation in the severity of the 1933 famine to study the impact of the famine on rural and

urban population. I acknowledge that World War II created a major population shock, and any

study of long-term demographic consequences must account for the war population losses. To

address this, I construct disaggregated WWII losses estimates using archival data on post-war

population, and in all estimates I control for WWII losses. I document that rural population in

the provinces that experienced higher excess mortality in 1933 was strongly negatively affected

but gradually recovered and by 1989 no significant negative effects could be found. In contrast,

urban population was negatively affected, and the shock persists till 2010 when observations

stop.

Naumenko (2018) and Markevich et al. (2018) present evidence that the 1933 famine was a

consequence of ill-thought economic policies of the Soviet government. To address potential en-

dogeneity concerns, I utilize instrumental variable strategy. I rely on the fact that the severity of

the 1933 famine was strongly correlated with the 1932 harvest and use 1932 weather (deviations

from the mean of spring temperature and summer precipitation) to instrument for the famine

severity. Since short-term deviations in weather conditions are unlikely to have a permanent

impact on population and economic development, the exclusion restriction is probably satis-

fied. The instrumental variable estimates are very close to the difference-in-difference estimates.

Therefore, it is unlikely that the change in urban population occurred due to Stalin’s design to

decrease urban population in the famine areas. I also show that the effect on urban population

cannot be explained by the existing infrastructure, the severity of Stalin’s political repressions,

or variation in natural resources endowments.

Next, I demonstrate that consistent with the effect of the famine on rural and urban popula-

tion, the famine had a short-term negative impact on agriculture and a persistent adverse effect

on manufacture. Grain production, sown area, and cattle were negatively affected in the short

run, but not in the long run. In contrast, industrial output permanently decreased in the areas

with more severe 1933 famine.

To check that the impact on urban population can be observed on a more disaggregated level,

I use a panel of more than 500 urban settlements located in Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine. I doc-
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ument that settlements located in areas with relatively higher 1933 mortality were permanently

negatively affected, even after accounting for province fixed effects. Moreover, I demonstrate

that the effect is driven by urban settlements that were relatively smaller before the famine,

consistent with the importance of agglomeration effects.

I argue that the results cannot be explained by the Soviet-specific factors like passport

system and restrictions on migration. First, restrictions on migration were relatively more

severe on rural population, and the recovery of rural population contradicts severe restrictions

on migration. Second, the effects persist 20 years after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Third,

Buckley (1995) argues that Soviet passport system had only marginal impact on population

mobility. Thus, the findings are in line with economic literature and are unlikely to be explained

by factors specific to the Soviet economic system.

This paper contributes to the literature studying the impact of short-term population shocks

on long-term economic outcomes. Historians, urban scholars, and economists have long ob-

served remarkable persistence of cities to temporary adverse shocks to population and capital.

Grübler (1998) points out that since antiquity very few urban settlements have actually vanished

(Grübler, 1998, p. 188). Vale and Campanella (2005) present a collection of essays describing

large-scale disasters and subsequent recovery of cities. Davis and Weinstein (2002) document

that the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki recovered their population to pre-war trend levels

after the devastating WWII bombing in just twenty years. In the follow-up work, Davis and

Weinstein (2008) construct a detailed dataset of Japanese cities bombed during WWII and

again demonstrate that there were no long-term changes in population, share of aggregate man-

ufacturing, or even industrial composition. Brakman et al. (2004) study bombing of German

cities during WWII and find no significant long-term impact on West-German cities, although

the authors cannot reject the hypothesis that growth of East-German cities follows a random

walk. In a subsequent work, Bosker et al. (2007) argue that there is some evidence for multiple

equilibria when geographic fundamentals are explicitly taken into account. Studying German

cities, the authors find that distance to the Eastern border was an important factor affecting

long-term development of West-German cities and the speed of post-WWII recovery. Neverthe-

less, it might be argued that the evidence presented does not indicate the existence of multiple

equilibria, but that the unique equilibrium changed due to changes in economic potential of the

cities located close to the Eastern Border. Studying the division and reunification of Germany,

Redding and Sturm (2008) use a standard new economic geography model and argue that the
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relative decline of West-German cities located near the Eastern border can be explained by the

change in market access due to the partition of Germany. Miguel and Roland (2011) study U.S.

bombing of Vietnam and find no long-term negative effects on local poverty rates, consumption

levels, infrastructure, literacy or population density through 2002. Turning to temporary posi-

tive population shocks, Braun et al. (2017) investigate the inflow of refugees from East Germany

to West Germany after WWII and find a persistent effect on the spatial distribution of popu-

lation within but not between interconnected local labor markets. The authors conclude that

the persistence likely depends on the level of observation. In contrast, Feigenbaum et al. (2017)

investigating the impact of Sherman’s military march through Southern U.S. states during the

American Civil War, document persistent (until 1920 when the observations stop) negative im-

pact on the economy and argue that underdevelopment of local credit markets hindered the

recovery process. Finally, in the Soviet context, in a controversial work Acemoglu et al. (2011)

argue that the Holocaust had a persistent detrimental impact on urban population in Russia

because at the time of the Holocaust Jews constituted the majority of Soviet middle class, and

therefore the Holocaust was a shock to social structure and human capital. Mikhailova (2018)

documents persistent but economically small impact of evacuation of Soviet industry during

WWII on the subsequent cities growth.

On the other hand, there is a small but growing body of evidence that factors that are

irrelevant or even detrimental in the present day might affect economic development because

these factors were beneficial in the past. For example, Nunn and Puga (2012) show that more

rugged territories in Africa have higher incomes per capita, and they argue that the effect is

because in the past rugged terrain created protection against slave trade. As noted, Bleakley

and Lin (2012) demonstrate the importance of portage sites for the development of the cities in

the U.S. Finally, Michaels and Rauch (2018) study the location of ancient Roman cities on the

territory of contemporary England and France, and demonstrate that once an urban network

is formed, only a complete collapse can change it. The authors document that Roman cities

were likely to be located close to Roman roads. In England, where cities stopped functioning

after the collapse of Roman Empire, the new medieval towns were located closer to rivers taking

advantage of more important river waterways, while in France medieval towns were more likely

to be located in old Roman cites, suboptimally far from the rivers. I contribute to this literature

by showing that in addition to location characteristics, a short-term population shock during

the time of rapid construction and growth can have a persistent impact.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short description of Soviet

industrialization and the 1933 famine. Section 3 characterizes the data I use. Section 4 discusses

empirical approach and offers instrumental variable strategy. Section 5 presents the main results,

some robustness checks, and investigates possible mechanisms. Section 6 concludes. Additional

robustness checks and tables are presented in the Appendix.

2 Background

This section presents a very brief stylized description of the transformation of the Soviet economy

from agricultural to industrial, and the 1933 Soviet famine. Gregory (1994) studies the Soviet

economy before rapid industrialization. A detailed account of the transformation of Soviet

economy is presented in Davies (1989), Davies (1996), Davies et al. (2014). Allen (2003) and

Cheremukhin et al. (2017) study economic policies behind the rapid Soviet industrialization.

In 1917 a Revolution occurred in Russia, and, after a period of civil conflict and turmoil,

Communist Party ceased control over the country. Although initially the Communist government

introduced drastic reforms, abolishing money and private property in agriculture and industry,

it quickly reversed its course allowing small-scale industry and peasants to operate in a quasi-

market economy (the so-called New Economic Policy). However, by the late 1920’s Stalin

consolidated power within the Communist Party and in the late 1928 begun the industrialization

of the country launching his first five-year plan for the economic development.

Radical reforms were introduced. All industry and trade were nationalized, the government

introduced price controls and rationing of consumer goods. A massive investment in industry

and large-scale construction was launched. As a result, migration from rural to urban settle-

ments begun to rise. In agriculture, in 1929 Stalin introduced collectivization – forced transfer

of private peasant property to collective farms managed by the government appointees according

to the government plans. Collective farms and the remaining private peasants were allocated

grain procurement quotas at the below-market prices. The government then used procured

grain to feed rapidly growing cities and to export to pay for the imported machines. The com-

bination of drop in production due to inefficient collective farms and the inflexible procurement

policy by 1933 created the worst famine in Russian history1, killing six to eight million people2,

1Meng et al. (2015) studies the Great Chinese Famine and demonstrates the importance of inflexible pro-
curement policy in contributing to the famine severity. Naumenko (2018) and Markevich et al. (2018) show the
detrimental impact of collectivization and the inflexible procurement policy in the Soviet context.

2Conquest estimates population losses due to collectivization, arrests and deportations, and famine to be 14.5
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most in the countryside. The famine was never acknowledged by the Soviet government, and

industrialization of the economy continued even more rapidly after 1933.

Figure 1 displays share or urban population of Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine in constant

administrative borders from 1897 to 2010. It shows that the urbanization rate changed little

from 1897 to 1927. However, rapid growth begun in the late 1920’s. In five years, from 1927

to 1932, urbanization increased by 4%, from 18% to 22%. Starting in 1932, the growth of the

urban population was even more rapid, the share of urban population reached 34% by 1939.

Thus, in seven years, from 1932 to 1939, the population of urban settlements grew by more than

50%. Urbanization continued to rise after 1939, but in the history of Russia/Soviet Union such

high growth rates of urban population were never observed again.

3 Data

I combine archival and published sources to construct unique province- and city-level panel

datasets on the population and economic development of Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine from the

late nineteenth to the early twenty first century. I concentrate the analysis on the territories

belonging to Russia/Soviet Union from 1897 onward and therefore exclude from the analysis

the Western provinces of Belarus and Ukraine, the Kaliningrad enclave acquired by the Soviet

Union as a result of World War II, and the island of Sakhalin since large part of it was under

the Japanese control from 1905 to 1945. This section describes the main variables used, Table 1

reports summary statistics, and Appendix Table C1 provides the exact source of each variable

and lists years for which data are available.

Province-level panel

Outcome variables. The main outcome variable is province population. I use all available

Russian/Soviet/Post-Soviet censuses3, 1913 data from the published statistical yearbooks, and

million, 7 million deaths directly due to the famine (Conquest, 1986, Chapter 16, p. 306). Andreyev et al. (1990)
measure excess mortality due to the famine to be 8.5 million. Davies and Wheatcroft argue that Andreyev et al.
(1990) projections do not account for underregistration of infant mortality and of mortality in less-developed
Soviet republics, and estimate excess mortality to be 5.7 million (Davies and Wheatcroft, 2009, Chapter 13, p
415). In 2008 Russian parliament issued a special decree stating that 7 million people perished in the Soviet
Union during this famine, Duma (2008). In Ukraine a team of researchers from the Institute for Demography
and Social Studies headed by Ella Libanova estimates direct losses for Ukraine alone to be 3.4 million, Libanova
(2008). In a more recent work, Mesle et al. (2013) argue that Ukraine was “missing” 4.6 million people by the
1939 census, including 2.6 million due to excess mortality. A team of researchers associated with the Harvard
Ukrainian Research Institute estimate direct population losses in Ukraine to be 4.5 million, including 3.9 million
excess deaths and 0.6 million lost births (Rudnytskyi et al., 2015).

3The first Russian census was held in 1897. Soviet Union executed censuses in 1926, 1939, 1959, 1970, 1979,
and 1989. Russia held censuses in 2002 and 2010. Ukraine had a census in 2001. Belarus had censuses in 1999
and 2009.
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post-WWII 1949 and 1950 province-level population from the Russian State Archive of the

Economy in Moscow.

Since Russian/Soviet administrative borders were constantly changing from 1913 to 1959,

selecting the right administrative borders and calculating data using these borders creates a

considerable obstacle. I construct province population panel in constant 1989 administrative

borders. For a few territories only aggregated post-WWII data are available. For these territories

I respectively aggregate 1989 provinces4. I use Kessler and Markevich (2015) district (uezd)

administrative map to calculate 1897 and 1913 population in 1989 administrative borders, and

rely on Tsentral’noye statisticheskoye upravleniye pri Sovete Ministrov SSSR (1975) to obtain

1926–1970 population in 1989 administrative borders.

The 1939 census has long been deemed unreliable due to the centralized additions (pripiski):

it was believed that in some territories population figures were inflated by the authorities. In

recent years Russian demographers have discovered these additions in the archives and published

them (Bogoyavlenskiy, 2014). I use these data and the 1939 administrative map I constructed

to correct the 1939 population figures.

Presumably to hide the enormous population losses, the first post-WWII census occurred in

1959, fifteen years after the war. Nevertheless, Soviet officials maintained post-WWII popula-

tion estimates for planning and statistical purposes. Although the quality of these population

estimates is probably lower than the quality of the census data, due to the Soviet population

registration system (propiska) the data reflects the actual population fairly accurately. The Red

Army soldiers were gradually discharged during 1945–1948. Therefore, I use 1949 and 1950

archival data in my analysis.

After the collapse of the Soviet Union the independent states of Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine

conducted censuses in different years (see footnote 3). Since Russia is the largest among these

states I use years of Russian censuses (2002 and 2010) for the province population panel and

employ Belorussian and Ukrainian statistical publications to get the corresponding population

figures. Overall, I construct a panel of 81 provinces and 12 time periods (1897, 1913, 1926, 1939,

1949, 1950, 1959, 1970, 1979, 1989, 2002, 2010).

Additional outcome variables characterize the economic development of Russia/Soviet Union.

I collected data on the state of agricultural and industrial sectors: grain production, sown

area, number of cattle, and industrial output. Pre-1917 and post-WWII data on the state of

4To be precise, I unite Astrakhan province and Kalmyk ASSR; Kamchatcka, Magadan and Khabarovsk
provinces.
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agriculture are available from official statistical publications, and 1928 and 1932–1940 figures

are coming from the archives. Industrial output data is harder to obtain. 1897, 1959 (Russia

only), and 2002 province-level figures are available from Kessler and Markevich (2015), but

Soviet statistical publications did not reveal the levels of industrial output, showing instead

growth relative to the previous year. Using data on growth I extrapolate 1959 level to 1940 and

1945–1975. However, industrial output figures should be interpreted with caution since they

likely contain a very large measurement error.

Explanatory variables. I use cross-sectional data on the severity of famine conditions in 1933.

The main explanatory variable is 1933 excess mortality. I have district5-level 1933 population

and mortality in Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine from Markevich et al. (2018). I calculate excess

mortality as a difference between 1933 mortality and 1928 and 1937–1939 average mortality.

Figure 2 plots 1933 excess mortality on the map in 1989 administrative borders.

Additional data. To account for WWII population losses for each province I project 1939

population to 1949 using average 1937–1939 birth and death rates, and then use the difference

between the actual 1949 population and the projected 1949 population as a measure of war

losses. More specifically,

WW2 losses = 1 − actual population 1949

projected population 1949

Thus, for example, if the projected population in a province is 2 million, and observed population

is 1.5 million, then the loss attributed to WWII is 25%. I also mark provinces occupied by the

Nazi using archival data and verifying it with the available maps of Nazi invasion to the Soviet

Union. Figure 3 plots estimated WWII losses and Nazi occupation border on the map.

Finally, I rely on FAO GAEZ data and 1989 administrative map to calculate grain suitability

by province using the mean value for a respective polygon. I construct a series of monthly

temperature and precipitation using land surface weather data from Matsuura and Willmott

(2014). I use 2006 province-level oil & gas and coal output to account for natural resources

endowment. I also obtained historical railroad stations locations and georeferenced data on

Soviet political repressions from Zhukov and Talibova (2018). Using these data, I calculate

number of railroad stations per km2 in 1932, and number of people sentenced or executed under

the Article 58 (“Counterrevolution”) of the Soviet Penal Code.

5Districts were the smallest administrative units. In 1933 there were more than 2000 districts in Belarus,
Russia, and Ukraine.
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Urban settlement panel

The settlement-level panel encompasses data on population of every settlement that had

“town” status by 19896 located in Belarus, Russia, or Ukraine excluding territories acquired as

a result of WWII. Importantly, according to Soviet classification, a settlement has urban-type

status if occupation of most of its inhabitants is non-agricultural. Thus, a five hundred miner

settlement would be classified as urban-type, while a settlement of several thousand could still

be called a village if the majority of its inhabitants are occupied in agriculture. Thus, data on

urban-type settlements truly reflects the transition from agricultural to industrialized economy.

Figure 4 plots towns on the map. For most of the settlements in the sample population

data is only available for census years. Therefore, the settlement-level panel has information

on 525 urban settlements and 11 time periods (1897, 1926, 1939, 1946, 1947, 1950, 1959, 1970,

1979, 1989, 2002). As with province-level data I correct 1939 figures for centralized additions.

1946, 1947, and 1950 population figures come from the archives. I calculate 1933 mortality in

the 50 kilometers radius of each town using district-level 1933 mortality data (Figure 5 shows

district-level 1933 mortality on the map). Unfortunately, only province-level mortality figures

are available for non-famine years. It is therefore impossible to calculate disaggregated excess

mortality. Instead, I use province-year fixed effects in all subsequent city-level estimates. Since

towns mostly grew due to migration, I estimate WWII losses by simply comparing 1939 and

19477 population. That is, for each town I calculate the following:

WW2 losses = 1 − population 1947

population 1939

I also mark towns occupied by the Nazi using M.L.Dudarenko et al. (1985) and calculate grain

suitability in the vicinity of each town as a mean suitability in the 50 kilometers radius around

the town.

Birth and death rates yearly data

To test whether 1933 famine led to persistent long-term changes in birth and death rates

I use yearly mortality and natality data from Markevich et al. (2018). As explained before,

the administrative division was changing constantly from 1917 to 1959. As a result, only very

aggregated data are available from 1923 to 1937. Therefore, the yearly mortality panel consists

6There are three main settlement types: (1) village or rural settlement, (2) urban-type settlement that doesn’t
yet has town status (poselok gorodskogo tipa), (3) and town or city (gorod). The panel comprising all settlements
that ever had urban-type status is under construction.

7The results are very similar if 1950 data are used instead of 1947; available upon request.
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of only 25 large administrative units (but has almost a hundred years of data). Markevich et al.

(2018) provide more details on construction of this panel.

4 Empirical strategy

I use cross-province variation in the severity of 1933 famine to estimate the effect of loss of

human life due to excess mortality on subsequent population and on economic outcomes. The

main specification is as follows:

yi,t = βExcessMortality1933i × PostFaminet +X ′i,tγ + αi + δt + εi,t (1)

where i stands for province, and t – year. The outcome of interest yi,t is either population

itself (Ln population, Ln rural population, Ln urban population), or an economic development

indicator (Ln grain production, Ln sown area, Ln cattle, Ln industrial output). PostFaminet

is an indicator denoting time after the 1933 famine, PostFaminet equals to 1 after 1933 and 0

otherwise.

The interaction between excess mortality 1933 and post-famine indicator is the main variable

of interest. The coefficient on this interaction β is a difference-in-differences estimator of the

effect of the 1933 famine on population and economic development. Year fixed effects δt control

for macroeconomic shocks, and province fixed effects αi account for unobserved heterogeneity

among provinces. To account for the fact that the famine was more severe in more grain-

productive areas, province-level controlsX ′i,t include grain suitability interacted with post-famine

indicator, and grain volatility (measured as standard deviation of grain production divided by

the mean grain production during 1900 – 1913) interacted with post-famine indicator. Although

it is unclear why WWII losses should be correlated with the 1933 famine severity, the war losses

were so large8 that it is important to account for them in all long-term economic development

studies. Therefore, I include the WWII losses estimates and Nazi occupation indicator interacted

with post-war dummy in province controls. Since capital cities (Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, and

Minsk) likely received preferential treatment (higher investment and better supplies to recover

from the famine) I include a capital province indicator interacted with post-famine dummy in

province controls. Finally, to account for existing infrastructure that likely affected subsequent

economic development, province controls include number of railroad stations in 1932 normalized

8Harrison estimates Soviet population losses to be almost 30 million (Harrison, 1996, Chapter 7, p. 161).
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by province area interacted with post-famine indicator.

The identifying assumption is that provinces with similar characteristics would have had

similar changes in economic development if not for the famine. I test this assumption by replacing

the interaction of 1933 excess mortality and post-famine dummy with a set of interaction of

1933 excess mortality and year indicators and by showing that before the famine there are no

significant differences in economic outcomes:

yi,t =
∑
τ

βtExcessMortality1933i × I[t = τ ] +X ′i,tγ + αi + δt + εi,t (2)

As Naumenko (2018) and Markevich et al. (2018) demonstrate, the variation in famine sever-

ity is not random and to a large extent is driven by the poor government’s economic policies. If

the famine was engineered by the government9 then it is possible that the subsequent economic

development is also a result of a specific government policy and the correlation between eco-

nomic outcomes and famine is spurious. In addition, although Wheatcroft (2013) argues that

1933 mortality data are of fairly good quality, civil acts registration systems tend to deterio-

rate with the severity of the crisis. Thus, it is possible that measurement error is correlated

with the severity of the famine attenuating estimates. To eliminate potential endogeneity and

measurement error concerns I offer an instrumental variable strategy.

The idea of the instrument is to use the fact that there is a correlation between harvest

and mortality. Markevich et al. (2018) demonstrate that there is a strong positive relationship

between the 1932 harvest and 1933 mortality and that this pattern is unique for the famine

year10. The actual 1932 harvest was affected by the economic policies implemented at the

time and therefore is likely endogenous. Nevertheless, weather affects harvest. Therefore, I use

presumably exogenous variation in 1932 weather to instrument for the famine severity.

Table 2 presents the relationship between 1932 weather and the famine severity. It reports

the estimates from regressing 1933 excess mortality on the deviations from 1900–1970 means of

1932 fall, winter, spring and summer temperature and precipitation controlling for all province

characteristics listed in specification (1).11 Table 2 demonstrates that the two strongest predic-

tors of the famine severity are demeaned 1932 spring temperature and demeaned 1932 summer

9Note that there is a difference between implementing ill-thought economic policies that led to famine and
deliberately killing people by starvation. The question of intent is beyond the scope of this research.

10For the purpose of this work the sign of the relationship is not important, the important fact is that there is
a strong correlation between 1932 harvest and 1933 mortality.

11More specifically, all regressions control for grain suitability, grain volatility, capital province indicator, WW2
losses, Nazi occupation indicator, Ln distance to Moscow, 1932 number of RR stations per km2, republic FE, and
region FE.
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precipitation. Figure 6 demonstrates that 1932 weather is a good predictor of 1933 excess mor-

tality; it presents the conditional scatter plots and fitted lines between demeaned 1932 spring

temperature and 1933 excess mortality, and between demeaned 1932 summer precipitation and

1933 excess mortality conditional on all province characteristics listed in specification (1).

To confirm that the correlation between 1932 weather and 1933 famine severity is not an

accident I examine the relationship between weather and death rates from 1928 to 1939 using

yearly mortality data panel. I regress log number or rural deaths in year t+1 on the interactions

of demeaned spring temperature and demeaned summer precipitation in year t with year t

dummy variables controlling for log population, log urban population, year and administrative

unit fixed effects. The coefficients with robust standard errors are reported in Appendix Table

A1. Figure 7 plots the interaction coefficients and their 95% confidence intervals. It demonstrates

that while during non-famine years weather has little impact on mortality, the 1932 weather is

strongly correlated with the 1933 death rates12.

I instrument ExcessMortality1933i×PostFaminet withDemeaned 1932 spring temperaturei×

PostFaminet and Demeaned 1932 summer precipitationi×PostFaminet. This instrument is

excludable because short-term weather changes should not directly affect economic development

years and decades later.

I follow Bertrand et al. (2004) and, because there are just 81 provinces in my sample, cluster

province-level estimates at the province level separately before and after the famine; because

there are more than 500 cities and towns I cluster estimates that use the town sample at the

town level.

5 Results

5.1 Rural and urban population

Table 3 presents the estimates of the impact of the 1933 famine on total, rural, and urban

population of Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine. The results suggest a strong and persistent negative

impact of 1933 famine on total population and urban population, and no persistent effect on

rural population. Panel A presents the results of the panel data estimation, and Panel B reports

the corresponding first stages of the IV estimates.

12Demeaned 1931 spring temperature also appears to be strongly correlated with subsequent mortality. This is
consistent with the fact that both 1931 and 1932 harvests were important determinants of 1933 famine severity.
Later in robustness checks I replace demeaned 1932 spring temperature with demeaned 1931 spring temperature
and show that the results are very similar to the baseline estimates.
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Columns (1) – (3) of Table 3 show the impact of the 1933 famine on total population.

Column (1) reports difference-in-differences estimates as in specification (1). In Column (2)

I instrument for the main explanatory variable, 1933 excess mortality × Post-famine, with

1932 weather conditions, demeaned 1932 spring temperature × Post-famine and demeaned 1932

summer precipitation × Post-famine. The corresponding first stage of the two-stage least squares

specification is presented in Panel B of the table, just below the second-stage results. The

instruments are strong predictors of the famine severity with F -test above 22. In Column (3) I

estimate the effect of the famine separately for 1939 (the only pre-WWII year for which good

quality population data are available) and for the remaining periods. In all three specifications

there is a strong negative and highly statistically significant effect of 1933 excess mortality on

population. The instrumental variable estimate is very close to the difference-in-differences

estimate, suggesting that the impact of the famine on population is not driven by some omitted

factor and that measurement error is small enough to allow for fairly precise estimates. Moreover,

estimates reported in Column (3) demonstrate that the immediate impact of the famine on

population is little, if at all, mitigated over time: both the interaction of 1933 excess mortality

with 1939 year indicator and of 1933 excess mortality with post-1949 indicator are very close in

magnitude.

Next, Columns (4) – (6) of Table 3 show the impact of the famine on rural population.

Similar to the previous estimates, Column (4) reports difference-in-differences estimate of the

impact of 1933 excess mortality on rural population using specification (1); Column (5) reports

instrumental variable estimates (Panel B presents the first state estimates which are identical

to the Column (2) first stage because only second stage dependent variable changed relative

to Column (2)); and Column (6) reports separately the short-term impact of the famine on

1939 rural population, and a long-term impact on the Post-1949 rural population. The famine

appears to have only temporarily affected rural population. There is a strong short-term negative

effect, the coefficient of the interaction of 1933 excess mortality and 1939 year indicator is large,

negative, and statistically significant. However, there appears to be no long-term impact –

the difference in difference estimate, the instrumental variable estimate, and the coefficient on

the interaction of 1933 excess mortality with Post-1949 dummy are, although negative, small

in magnitude and not statistically significant. Thus, the 1933 famine negatively affected rural

population in the short run, but there is not strong long-term impact.

Finally, Columns (7) – (9) of Table 3 study the impact of the 1933 famine on urban pop-
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ulation. To account for province size, I include rural population in province controls, that is,

in effect I study the impact of the famine on urbanization13. As before, Column (7) reports

difference-in-differences estimate of specification (1). Column (8) presents instrumental variable

estimates with Panel B presenting the corresponding first stage. Compared with Columns (2)

and (5), first stage changes slightly because rural population is added to the controls. Nev-

ertheless, the instruments are strong predictors of the main explanatory variable, 1933 excess

mortality × Post-famine, with F -statistic still above 22. And, as in the previous estimates, Col-

umn (9) reports short- and long-term impact of the famine on urban population by estimating

coefficients on the interaction of 1933 excess mortality separately with 1939 year indicator and

with Post-1949 indicator. In all specifications the impact of the famine on urban population is

negative and highly statistically significant. The instrumental variables estimate of the impact

of the famine on urban population is very close in magnitude to the difference-in-differences

estimate, and the negative impact of the famine does not appear to be alleviated with time with

both 1939 and Post-1949 coefficients negative, highly statistically significant, and very close in

magnitude. Given that there appears to be a permanent negative impact of the famine on total

population and no permanent impact on rural population, mechanically it has to be the case

that urban population was permanently affected.

To better understand the changes in population during the 20th century, Figure 8 reports the

average province population normalized by the 1926 value by quartiles of 1933 excess mortality.

That is, for each province and each year t I first calculate normalized population by dividing

population in year t by the province’s 1926 population, then break provinces into groups ac-

cording to the severity of the 1933 famine, and then for each group and each year calculate

the average normalized population. The first group includes 41 provinces with the 1933 excess

mortality below the median, that is, below 6 people per 1,000. The second group consists of 21

provinces with the 1933 excess mortality above the median but below 75th percentile, that is,

between 6 and 27 per 1,000. The third group includes 20 provinces with 1933 excess mortality

above 75th percentile, that is, above 27 per 1,000. Figure 8a reports total population, Figure

8b shows rural population, and Figure 8c presents urban population.

Several important takeaways can be made from Figure 8. First, before the famine, provinces

that in 1933 were hit more appear to be developing similarly to provinces that were hit relatively

less, especially when comparing total and urban population of provinces in the second and third

13The estimates without controlling for rural population are very similar to the reported estimates and are
available upon request.
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groups. Next, Figure 8a shows that during the time from 1926 to 1939 total population of

the provinces less affected by the famine (groups one and two) grew on average, while total

population of the most affected provinces (group three) did not increase on average. During 1939

– 1949 all provinces lost large shares of population, but the differences that originated during

1926–1939 between less affected provinces (groups one and two) and more affected provinces

(group three) persisted, and these differences remained until 2010 when the data end.

A similar pattern can be observed for the urban population, Figure 8c with the difference

that during 1926–1939 urban population grew in all three groups, only it grew less in provinces

that had higher 1933 excess mortality. The differences that first occurred during 1926–1939 have

then persisted during the war and until 2010 when the observations stop.

Rural population, however, does not follow this pattern, Figure 8b. From 1926 to 1939 rural

population did not increase (group one) or significantly decreased (groups two and three) in

accordance with the famine severity. By 1949 however, groups two and three were indistinguish-

able, and by 1979 groups more affected by the famine (groups two and three) had higher rural

population than the group least affected by the famine (group one). Thus, there appear to be

no persistent differences in rural population due to the famine.

I proceed by testing the main identifying assumption of the difference-in-differences esti-

mates, that is, that there are no different pre-trends in province population before the famine. I

estimate the coefficients of 11 interaction terms of the 1933 excess mortality with year indicators

of each year for which data are available, including two before the famine (1897 and 1913) and

omitting 1926 as a reference year, as in specification (2). In estimating these interaction terms

I include all province controls as reported in Table 3.

Figure 9 plots the estimated interaction coefficients with their 95% confidence intervals14.

Figure 9a presents the interaction coefficients from estimating specification (2) with log total

population as a dependent variable, Figure 9b depicts the coefficients from estimating specifi-

cation (2) with log rural population as a dependent variable, and Figure 9c – with log urban

population as a dependent variable. The results indicate the absence of pre-trends as there

are no significant effects before the famine. If anything, total and rural population appear to

increase from 1913 to 1926 in the provinces subsequently hit more by the famine, although this

increase is far from being statistically significant. Changes in urban population are uncorrelated

with the severity of the 1933 famine before the famine, the point estimates of the interaction

14Appendix Table A2 presents the estimated coefficients and standard errors.
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coefficients on 1933 excess mortality with 1897 and 1913 year indicators are very close to zero

and are statistically indistinguishable from zero. Thus, there are no pre-trends in population

correlated with the severity of the 1933 famine and therefore the identifying assumption of the

difference-in-differences estimates is likely satisfied.

Figures 9a, 9b, 9c also illustrate how the impact of the famine evolved over time and the

magnitude of the effect. To show the magnitude, Figures 9a, 9b, 9c present standardized beta

coefficients. That is, they illustrate by what fraction of a standard deviation the dependent

variable would have changed on average in each year if 1933 excess mortality changed by a

standard deviation. Figures 9a and 9c show that the famine had a very large and persistent

negative impact on total and urban population: an increase of 1933 excess mortality by a

standard deviation, or by approximately 21 people per 1,000, lowered total and urban population

by approximately 0.3 of a standard deviation, and this decrease persisted over time. Figure 9b

shows that there was a very strong immediate negative impact of the famine on rural population:

an increase in 1933 excess mortality by a standard deviation lowered rural population by 0.34

of a standard deviation in 1939. But this negative impact was alleviated over time, and by 1989

the impact of the famine on rural population is statistically indistinguishable from zero.

Finally, this section presents a couple of robustness checks. I offer an alternative instrumental

variable strategy and demonstrate that the effect of the famine is not driven by the differences

in natural resources endowments or by Stalin’s political repressions.

First, as mentioned earlier, 1931 spring temperature also appears to be correlated with the

subsequent mortality. Therefore, I present alternative instrumental variable estimates using

deviations from the mean of 1931 spring temperature and 1932 summer precipitation interacted

with post-famine indicator as an instrument for 1933 excess mortality × Post-famine. Table B1

presents the estimates of the impact of the famine on total, rural, and urban population. As

before, the corresponding first stage is shown in Panel B of the table. This instrumental variable

strategy is slightly weaker that the one employing the 1932 weather only, with F -test just above

20. Nevertheless, the estimates of the impact of the famine severity on population are very close

to the baseline estimates presented in Table 3, Columns (2), (5), and (8). This is not surprising

since historians emphasize the importance of both 1931 and 1932 harvests in determining the

severity of the 1933 famine.

Next, the 1933 famine was especially severe in grain-producing areas. It is possible that

grain-producing areas were poor with other natural resources and the lack of natural resources
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and not the famine hindered urbanization after 1933. I proxy natural resources endowment

with 2006 oil and coal output and re-estimate specifications (1) and (2) controlling for 2006

oil output interacted with post-famine indicator and 2006 coal output interacted with post-

famine indicator. Table B2 and Figure B1 present the estimates. The results are very close to

the baseline estimates: there is a short-term negative impact on rural population and long-term

persistent negative impact on urban population. Thus, it is unlikely that the effect of the famine

is driven by the differences in natural resources endowments.

Finally, I demonstrate that the results are not explained by Stalin’s political repressions. I

use georeferenced data on political sentences and executions from Zhukov and Talibova (2018)

and estimate specifications (1) and (2) controlling for log number of individuals executed under

the Article 58 of the Soviet penal code15 interacted with post-famine indicator, and log number

of individuals sent to Gulag under the Article 58 interacted with post-famine indicator. Table

B3 and Figure B2 present the estimates. Qualitatively and quantitatively, these estimates are

very close to the baseline estimates presented in Table 3 and Figure 9. Thus, the impact of the

1933 famine on urbanization is not driven by Stalin’s political repressions.

5.2 Rural and urban economy

I complement the above analysis by considering the impact of the 1933 famine on Soviet economy.

Table 4 reports the estimates of the impact of 1933 excess mortality on rural and urban sectors

of the economy: log grain, log sown area, log cattle, and log industrial output. The results are

consistent with the impact of the famine on population. In the rural sector there is a short-term

decline without persistent negative effect, but the urban sector is permanently affected.

For each of the considered economic outcomes (log grain, log sown area, log cattle, log

industrial output), Table 4 first shows the total impact of the famine by reporting the difference-

in-differences estimate as in specification (1). Next, Table 4 separates short- and long-term

impacts of the famine by estimating the coefficients of the interaction of 1933 excess mortality

with 1934–1940 years indicator and with Post-1949 indicator.

Columns (1) – (6) of Table 4 describe the agricultural sector. Columns (2), (4), and (6)

demonstrate that there is a large negative and statistically significant short-term impact of

the famine on agriculture. The coefficients on the interaction of 1933 excess mortality with

[1934,1940] indicator are negative and statistically significant, that is, the famine led to grain

15Under the Article 58 individuals suspected with counter-revolutionary activity could be arrested or executed.
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production, sown area, and cattle to temporarily drop. However, Columns (1)–(6) demonstrate

that there is no persistent long-term impact on agriculture as both the coefficient on the in-

teraction of 1933 excess mortality with post-famine indicator and with post-1949 indicator are

statistically indistinguishable from zero.

The pattern is different for the urban sector of the economy. Columns (7) and (8) of Table

4 demonstrate that the famine had a persistent negative impact on industrial output: the coef-

ficients on the interaction of 1933 excess mortality with post-famine indicator, with [1934,1940]

indicator, and with post-1949 indicator are all negative and statistically significant. Thus, con-

sistent with the impact of the famine on urban population, industrial output also appears to be

permanently affected.

5.3 Urban settlements

To test whether the impact of the famine on urban population can also be observed within

provinces, I estimate specification (1) on a sample of urban settlements using 1933 mortality

interacted with post-famine indicator as a main explanatory variable. As mentioned in Section 3,

no disaggregated at a lower than province-level mortality data are available for non-famine years

yet, and instead of calculating 1933 excess mortality with province-level 1928 and 1937–1939

mortality data I include province-year fixed effects in the estimates. In addition, I control for

WWII losses interacted with post-war indicator, Nazi occupation dummy interacted with post-

war indicator, and average grain suitability within 50 kilometers from a settlement interacted

with post-famine indicator.

It is important to emphasize that the results reported in this section should be interpreted

with caution, because only settlements that achieved “town” status by 1989 are in the sample.

Thus, I observe only “surviving” towns; if the smallest urban settlements were the ones that were

hit the most, with the implication that some stopped growing, never achieved “town” status or

even turned into villages, the resulting estimates would be biased towards zero as these smaller

settlements would not be in the sample.

Table 5 presents the estimates. The famine had a strong negative impact on the population

of urban settlements. Thus, the within-province estimates are consistent with province-level

results presented earlier.

Column (1) in Table 5 presents the difference-in-differences estimates on a sample of all

urban settlements. The coefficient on the interaction of 1933 excess mortality with post-famine
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indicator is negative and highly statistically significant. Thus, higher 1933 mortality in the

close proximity to a settlement appear to have a strong negative impact. Columns (2) – (4)

of Table 5 present the difference-in-differences estimates separately for Belarus, Russia, and

Ukraine. Since there was virtually no famine in Belarus in 1933 it is not surprising that there is

no relationship between 1933 mortality and the subsequent population of Belorussian towns, the

coefficient on the interaction of 1933 mortality with post-famine indicator is statistically zero and

is very imprecisely estimated. Population of Russian and Ukrainian settlements, on the other

hand, appears to be strongly affected by the 1933 famine. The coefficients on the interaction

of 1933 mortality with post-famine indicator are negative, highly statistically significant, and

are very close to the baseline estimates presented in Column (1). Finally, Column (5) presents

instrumental variable estimates using the same strategy as in the province-level estimates. The

first stage presented in Panel B of Table 5 shows that 1932 weather is a good predictor of 1933

mortality within provinces with F -test above 19. The second-stage point estimate is very close

to the baseline OLS estimate presented in Column (1) but is much less precisely estimated and

therefore is not statistically significant. This is not surprising given that province fixed effects

are included in the estimates and that there is relatively little variation in weather conditions

within provinces. Thus, as in province-level analysis, IV estimates suggest that the negative

relationship between 1933 mortality and the subsequent size of urban settlements is causal and

is not driven by some omitted factor.

Next, I test the main identifying assumption of the difference-in-differences estimates, that

there are no differential trends within provinces in the settlements population before the famine.

I estimate coefficients on ten interactions of 1933 mortality in the vicinity of a settlement with

year indicators for each year for which data are available, omitting 1926 as a reference year, as

in specification (2). I include all the controls and fixed effects as reported in Table 5.

Figure 10 shows the interaction coefficients with their 95% confidence intervals16. Since

data on settlement population is only available for census years, only 1897 and 1926 figures

are available before the 1933 famine. Thus, only one pre-famine interaction coefficient could

be estimated, 1897. Nevertheless, the results are consistent with the province-level estimates.

Before the famine, there is no correlation between 1933 mortality and settlements’ population.

After the famine, there is a very strong negative relationship, the coefficients on the interaction

of 1933 mortality and post-famine year indicators are all negative, highly statistically significant,

16Appendix Table A3 presents the estimated coefficients and standard errors.
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and their magnitude does not decrease over time.

To illustrate the magnitude of the impact of the 1933 famine on the population of urban

settlements, Figure 10 plots standardized beta-coefficients. That is, it shows by what fraction

of a standard deviation the settlements’ population would have changed on average in each year

if 1933 mortality in the vicinity of a settlement changed by a standard deviation, or by 27 per

1,000. Figure 10 shows that the increase in 1933 mortality by one standard deviation lowered the

population of urban settlements by 0.13 to 0.19 of a standard deviation, a very large decrease.

Thus, within-province settlement-level estimates are consistent with the province-level findings

that the 1933 famine had a persistent negative impact on urban population.

5.4 Mechanism: migration v. differential natural increase

After large famines birth rates usually increase, correcting for the population losses and delayed

births, and death rates usually decrease, since weaker individuals have higher chances to have

already perished during the famine. It is therefore possible that the recovery of the rural

population in famine-struck areas is explained simply by differential rates of natural population

increase. However, this section presents evidence against the natural increase explanation. It

demonstrates that the natural increase rates went back to normal quickly after the famine, much

earlier than necessary for the recovery of rural population.

Table 6 presents the evidence against the natural increase explanation. It demonstrates that

indeed immediately after the 1933 famine the natural increase rate of population was higher in

the famine-struck areas. However, after World War II no differences in birth or death rates could

be observed. Thus, a relative rise of birth rate and a relative fall of death rate cannot explain the

recovery of rural population. Using specification (1) on a sample of 25 administrative units for

which yearly birth and death rates data are available, Columns (1) – (3) demonstrate that there

was an immediate drop in mortality rates, but no long-term drop, and no long-term impact on

natural population increase. Column (4) – (5) show similar results for the natural increase rates

of rural population. To illustrate the relationship between the famine and birth and death rates

over time, Figure 11 shows the estimates of the correlation between 1933 excess mortality and

birth, death, and natural increase rates over time. It confirms the findings presented in Table

6: changes in natural population increase rates are insufficient to explain the recovery or rural

population.

Since the differential rates of natural population increase cannot explain the recovery of
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rural population in areas struck by the famine, the recovery has to be explained by differential

migration. Unfortunately, the data on migration within Soviet Union are not yet available,

therefore I cannot directly distinguish between (1) a larger inflow of rural population from

areas not affected by the famine to the areas that experienced severe losses and (2) a smaller

outmigration to urban settlements from areas struck by the famine and therefore experiencing

relatively larger labor shortages. Nevertheless, below I present some indirect evidence consistent

with the smaller outmigration to urban settlements explanation.

In general, urban settlements grew mostly due to migration. One might expect that smaller

settlements attracted mostly people from the surrounding rural areas, while larger cities could

invite migrants from larger areas. Therefore, if outmigration to the urban areas was smaller

in the territories struck by the famine, it is possible that the impact of the famine might vary

with the initial size of the settlement: local shortage of rural labor might disproportionally

affect growth of smaller urban settlements. To test this, I divide the sample into four groups:

settlements that in 1926 had fewer than 20 thousand inhabitants, settlements that had between

20 and 30 thousand people, between 30 and 40, and more than 40 thousand. I then estimate the

coefficient on the interaction of 1933 mortality and post-famine indicator using specification (1)

separately for each subsample. Table 7 reports the estimates. It shows that indeed the effect

of the famine on urban settlements’ population is driven by smaller settlements. Column (1)

presents the coefficient on the interaction of 1933 mortality and post-famine indicator estimated

on a subsample of settlements that had fewer than 20 thousand people in 1926. This coefficient

is negative, highly statistically significant, and its magnitude is slightly larger than the baseline

estimate obtained with the whole sample and presented in Table 5 Column (1). Next, Table 7

Column (2) shows the coefficient on the interaction of 1933 mortality and post-famine indicator

estimated on a sample of settlements that had between 20 and 30 thousand people in 1926.

The coefficient is still negative, but the point estimate is closer to zero than in the previous

column and is not statistically significant. Similarly, Columns (3) and (4) present coefficient on

the interaction of 1933 famine and post-famine indicator on the sample of settlements that had

between 30 and 40 thousand people, and more than 40 thousand people correspondingly. In

both cases the famine appears to have created no negative impact on the population of these

settlements17. Thus, the negative impact of the famine on urban population appears to be

driven by relatively smaller settlements.

17In Column (3) the coefficient is actually large and positive. Given the small sample size, I would not put
much weight on this estimate.
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6 Conclusion

Urbanization is almost equivalent to economic development and prosperity. Understanding the

formation of urban networks therefore is one of the major questions in economic literature.

Krugman (1991) theoretically predicted the possibility of multiple equilibria in urban network

formation. To this day, however, no strong empirical evidence supporting the existence of

multiple equilibria was found. To the contrary, numerous studies demonstrated the resilience

of formed urban networks to large temporary shocks to population and capital. This article

presents preliminary evidence supporting the existence of multiple urbanization equilibria by

demonstrating that local shortages of labor during rapid construction might prevent urban

settlements from growing and that this effect from temporary negative shock to population can

be persistent when the shock occurs during the construction of urban network.
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Figures

Figure 1: Urbanization in Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine (Section 2).

Constant administrative borders. Territories acquaired during and after 1939 are not included. Red vertical line
marks the year of 1932. Sources: 1897, 1926, 1927, 1939, 1959, 1970, 1979, 1989, 2002, 2010 – censuses; 1913 –
MVD (1914); 1920 – Tsentral’noye statisticheskoye upravleniye pri Sovete Ministrov SSSR (1975); 1925 – Trudy
TsSU (1924); 1931 – Tsentral’nyy Ispolnitel’nyy Komitet Soyuza SSR (1931); 1932 – Tsentral’nyy Ispolnitel’nyy
Komitet Soyuza SSR (1932); 1933, 1934, 1935 – RSAE 1562/329/49; 1937 – Zhiromskaia et al. (1996).

Figure 2: Excess mortality 1933. Province-level data (Section 3).

Excess mortality 1933 is the difference between 1933 mortality and the average of 1928 and 1937–1939 mortality
rates. Section 3 provides details on data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used.
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Figure 3: Estimated WWII losses. Province-level data (Section 3).

Estimated WWII losses is the difference between the actual 1949 population and the projected 1949 population.
Solid red line represents Nazi occupation border. Section 3 provides details on data construction and Table C1
lists the exact source of every variable used.

Figure 4: Urban settlements (Section 3).

Urban-type settlements that reached the status of town by 1989. Section 3 provides details on data construction
and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used.
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Figure 5: 1933 mortality, district-level data (Section 3).

District-level 1933 mortality data are used to construct 1933 mortality estimates in the 50 kilometers radius
around urban settlements. Section 3 provides details on data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of
every variable used.

Figure 6: Conditional scatter plots and fitted lines (Section 4, Table 2 Column 14).

(a) Demeaned spring 1932 temperature and 1933
excess mortality

(b) Demeaned summer 1932 precipitation and 1933
excess mortality

Conditional scatter plots and fitted lines between 1932 weather and 1933 excess mortality (two estimates from
one regression) conditional on grain suitability, grain volatility, capital province indicator, WW2 losses, Nazi
occupation indicator, Ln distance to Moscow, 1932 number of RR stations per km2, republic FE, and region FE.
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Figure 7: The correlation between climatic conditions and number of rural deaths over time –
coefficients of demeaned weather × year indicator variables and their 95% confidence intervals

(Section 4).

(a) Coefficients of Demeaned spring temperature ×
Year indicator variables

(b) Coefficients of Demeaned summer precipitation
× Year indicator variables

The interaction coefficients are estimated by regressing Ln number of rural deaths in year t+ 1 on the interaction
of the specified variable (demeaned spring temperature in year t, demeaned summer precipitation in year t) with
year t dummy variables. The coefficients from both figures are estimated from one regression that controls for Ln
population, Ln urban population, year and administrative unit fixed effects. The estimated coefficients and their
standard errors are shown in Appendix Table A1.
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Figure 8: Average population by quartiles of 1933 excess mortality (Section 5).

(a) Total population

(b) Rural population

(c) Urban population

These figures represent average population normalized by the 1926 value separately for 41 provinces where 1933
excess mortality was below median, 21 provinces in the third quartile of 1933 excess mortality, and 20 provinces
in the fourth quartile of 1933 excess mortality. The vertical line indicates the 1933 famine.
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Figure 9: The correlation between 1933 excess mortality and population over time –
province-level estimated coefficients of 1933 excess mortality × Year indicator variables and

their 95% confidence intervals (Section 5).

(a) Total population

(b) Rural population

(c) Urban population

The figure presents coefficients along with their 95% confidence intervals of the interaction effects of 1933 excess
mortality × Year indicator variables for each year for which data are available omitting 1926 as a reference year.
These coefficients are estimated by regressing Ln population/Ln rural population/Ln urban population on the
interaction variables, while controlling for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility
× Post-famine, capital province indicator × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator ×
Post-war, Ln distance to Moscow × Post-famine, 1932 number of RR stations per km2 × Post-famine, republic-
year FE, and region-year FE from equation (2). The vertical line indicates the 1933 famine. The estimated
coefficients and standard errors are presented in Appendix Table A2.
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Figure 10: The correlation between 1933 mortality and population over time – town-level
estimated coefficients of 1933 mortality × Year indicator variables and their 95% confidence

intervals (Section 5).

The figure presents coefficients along with their 95% confidence intervals of the interaction effects of 1933 mortality
× Year indicator variables for each year for which data are available omitting 1926 as a reference year. These
coefficients are estimated by regressing Ln population on the interaction variables, while controlling for town and
year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator × Post-war, and
province-year FE from equation (2). The vertical line indicates the 1933 famine. The estimated coefficients and
standard errors are presented in Appendix Table A3.
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Figure 11: The correlation between 1933 excess mortality and mortality, natality, and natural increase rates over time – 25 administrative
units-level estimated coefficients of 1933 excess mortality × Year indicator variables and their 95% confidence intervals (Section 5).

(a) Natality (b) Mortality (c) Natural increase

(d) Rural natality (e) Rural mortality (f) Rural natural increase

Natality is a ratio of live births to population, mortality is a ratio of deaths to population, natural increase is a difference between natality and mortality. The figure
presents coefficients along with their 95% confidence intervals of the interaction effects of 1933 excess mortality × Year indicator variables for each period for which data
are available omitting 1928–1932 as a reference period. These coefficients are estimated by regressing Mortality/Natality/Natural increase on the interaction variables,
while controlling for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator × Post-war,
and republic-year FE from equation (2). The vertical line indicates the 1933 famine. The estimates using yearly data are presented in the Appendix Figure A1.
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Tables

Table 1: Summary statistics of the main variables used (Section 3).

N Mean SD Min Max

Excess mortality 1933, deaths per 1,000 81 15.685 20.555 -4.186 88.831
WW2 losses 81 0.281 0.104 -0.018 0.501
Nazi occupation indicator 81 0.556 0.500 0.000 1.000
Grain suitability 81 59.774 22.927 4.023 96.833
Grain volatility (sd/mean 1900 – 1913) 81 0.271 0.111 0.098 0.618
1932 railroad stations per 1000 km2 81 0.053 0.053 0.000 0.220
Capital province indicator 81 0.049 0.218 0.000 1.000
Distance to Moscow, km 81 1,158.322 1,151.178 14.816 6,407.451
Number of individuals sentenced under Article 58 81 24,248.173 23,139.345 968.000 122,002.000
Number of individuals executed under Article 58 81 1,006.568 2,177.044 16.000 12,261.000
2006 oil & gas production, mln tons 81 5.673 36.300 0.000 325.493
2006 coal production, mln tons 80 4.265 20.517 0.000 175.000

Population, thousands 972 1,802.145 1,496.750 44.000 18,598.621
Urban population, thousands 972 911.023 1,373.568 10.000 17,187.211
Rural population, thousands 972 891.122 527.803 33.000 2,764.000

Grain, mln tons 3413 11.921 11.513 0.010 102.570
Sown area, mln hectares 4957 0.999 0.867 0.000 5.808
Cattle, thousands 1500 745.761 488.385 69.000 2,415.000
Ln industrial output 1560 22.726 1.696 13.036 28.106

Section 3 provides details on data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used.

Table 2: The correlation between demeaned 1932 weather and excess mortality 1933
(Section 4).

Dependent variable: Excess mortality 1933

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)

Fall
temp -0.009 -0.010 -0.001

(0.006) (0.006) (0.008)
precip 0.000 0.000 0.001∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Winter

temp -0.000 -0.000 0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.001)

precip 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Spring
temp -0.015∗∗ -0.017∗∗ -0.018∗∗ -0.016∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.006)
precip 0.000 0.000∗ 0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Summer

temp -0.005 -0.001 -0.001
(0.005) (0.004) (0.006)

precip 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
N 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77
R2 0.588 0.585 0.603 0.581 0.573 0.582 0.603 0.584 0.621 0.579 0.689 0.690 0.742 0.723

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for grain suitability, grain volatility, capital province indicator, WW2 losses, Nazi
occupation indicator, Ln distance to Moscow, 1932 number of RR stations per km2, republic FE, and region
FE.
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Table 3: The effect of 1933 famine on population (Section 5).

Panel A: Panel data estimation
Dependent variable:

Ln population Ln rural population Ln urban population

Model: OLS IV OLS OLS IV OLS OLS IV OLS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Excess mortality 1933 -8.687∗∗∗ -8.588∗∗∗ -1.819 -2.186 -10.069∗∗∗ -10.206∗∗

× Post-famine (1.863) (3.215) (1.941) (3.371) (2.770) (4.179)
Excess mortality 1933 -9.615∗∗∗ -5.443∗∗ -10.383∗∗∗

× 1939 (2.375) (2.701) (3.671)
Excess mortality 1933 -8.560∗∗∗ -1.325 -10.027∗∗∗

× Post-1949 (1.914) (1.983) (2.762)
Ln rural population X X X
Observations 972 924 972 972 924 972 972 924 972
R2 0.638 0.868 0.639 0.634 0.837 0.636 0.925 0.947 0.925
Provinces 81 77 81 81 77 81 81 77 81

Panel B: First stages of the corresponding 2SLS panel regressions
Dependent variable: Excess mortality 1933 × Post-famine

Demeaned spring 1932 -0.012∗∗∗ -0.012∗∗∗ -0.012∗∗∗

temp × Post-famine (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Demeaned summer 1932 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

precip × Post-famine (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
F 22.782 22.782 22.711

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility × Post-famine,
capital province indicator × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator × Post-war, Ln
distance to Moscow × Post-famine, 1932 number of RR stations per km2 × Post-famine, republic-year FE,
and region-year FE.
Standard errors clustered at the province level separately before and after the famine.

Table 4: The effect of 1933 famine on economic development (Section 5).

Dependent variable:

Ln grain Ln sown area Ln cattle Ln industrial output

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Excess mortality 1933 × Post-famine -1.128 -1.098 -2.897 -11.874∗

(1.625) (2.119) (1.917) (6.903)

Excess mortality 1933 × [1934,1940] -9.031∗∗∗ -8.230∗∗ -4.720∗ -18.454∗

(2.620) (3.235) (2.836) (9.766)
Excess mortality 1933 × Post-1949 1.736 1.063 -2.760 -11.606∗

(1.881) (2.315) (1.950) (6.910)
Observations 3413 3413 4957 4957 1500 1500 1560 1560
R2 0.594 0.609 0.563 0.572 0.881 0.881 0.975 0.975
Provinces 77 77 77 77 60 60 53 53

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility × Post-famine,
capital province indicator × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator × Post-war, Ln
distance to Moscow × Post-famine, 1932 number of RR stations per km2 × Post-famine, republic-year FE,
and region-year FE.
Standard errors clustered at the province level separately before and after the famine.
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Table 5: The effect of 1933 famine on population of urban settlements (Section 5).

Panel A: Panel data estimation
Dependent variable: Ln population

Model: OLS IV

Sample: All Belarus Russia Ukraine All

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Mortality 1933 × Post-famine -7.158∗∗∗ 1.531 -9.380∗∗ -7.648∗∗ -9.245
(2.681) (23.235) (3.693) (3.306) (8.142)

Observations 4802 630 2181 1991 4161
R2 0.809 0.625 0.875 0.764 0.395
Settlements 525 98 205 222 426

Panel B: First stages of the corresponding 2SLS panel regressions
Dependent variable: Mortality 1933 × Post-famine

Demeaned spring 1932 -0.010∗∗∗

temp × Post-famine (0.002)
Demeaned summer 1932 0.000∗∗

precip × Post-famine (0.000)
F 19.751

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for town and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi
occupation indicator × Post-war, and province-year FE.
Standard errors clustered at the settlement level.

Table 6: The correlation between 1933 excess mortality and the population growth rates
(Section 5).

Dependent variable:

Total, 1899 – 1990 Rural, 1928 – 1990

Birth rate Death rate Natural increase Birth rate Death rate Natural increase

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Excess mortality 1933 0.002 -0.063∗∗∗ 0.061 0.076 0.041 0.032
× [1934,1940] (0.043) (0.019) (0.036) (0.060) (0.031) (0.068)

Excess mortality 1933 -0.048 -0.022 -0.027 0.027 0.080∗∗ -0.054
× [1946,1990] (0.039) (0.013) (0.033) (0.028) (0.032) (0.043)

Observations 1470 1491 1470 1130 1151 1130
R2 0.964 0.969 0.895 0.950 0.904 0.930
Administrative units 25 25 25 25 25 25

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war,
Nazi occupation indicator × Post-war, urbanization rate, and republic-year FE.
Natural increase is birth rate minus death rate.
Robust standard errors.
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Table 7: The differential effect of 1933 famine on population of cities and towns by 1926 town
size (Section 5).

Dependent variable: Ln population

Sample: 1926 pop ≤ 20K 20K < 1926 pop ≤ 30K 30K < 1926 pop ≤ 40K 1926 pop > 40K

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Mortality 1933 -8.695∗∗ -3.214 17.937∗ 1.860
× Post-famine (3.615) (22.864) (10.514) (8.017)

Observations 2649 467 302 1384
R2 0.818 0.969 0.972 0.893
Towns 295 45 28 157

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for town and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi
occupation indicator × Post-war, and province-year FE.
Standard errors clustered at the town level.
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A Supplementary tables and figures

Table A1: The correlation between climatic conditions and number of rural deaths over time
(Section 4, Figure 7).

Dependent variable: Ln rural deaths in year t+ 1
(1)

Demeaned spring temperature × 1928 0.097∗∗∗

(0.030)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1929 -0.046

(0.081)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1930 -0.108∗∗

(0.049)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1931 -0.301∗∗∗

(0.074)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1932 -0.233∗∗

(0.103)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1933 0.098

(0.083)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1934 -0.038∗

(0.021)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1935 0.125∗

(0.064)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1936 -0.044∗∗

(0.018)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1937 0.034

(0.033)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1938 0.033

(0.045)
Demeaned spring temperature × 1939 -0.064

(0.041)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1928 -0.002

(0.002)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1929 -0.000

(0.003)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1930 -0.003

(0.003)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1931 0.003

(0.004)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1932 0.026∗∗∗

(0.005)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1933 0.003

(0.004)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1934 0.001

(0.003)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1935 0.007∗∗

(0.003)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1936 -0.000

(0.002)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1937 -0.003

(0.003)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1938 0.000

(0.002)
Demeaned summer precipitation × 1939 0.002

(0.002)
Ln population 1.394∗∗∗

(0.311)
Ln urban population -0.293∗

(0.151)
Year FE X
Administrative unit FE X
Observations 268
R2 0.782
Administrative units 25

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
Robust standard errors.
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Table A2: The correlation between 1933 excess mortality and population over time –
province-level estimated coefficients of 1933 excess mortality × Year indicator variables

(Section 5, Figure 9).

Dependent variable:

Ln population Ln rural population Ln urban population

estimates beta coeff estimates beta coeff estimates beta coeff
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Excess mortality 1933 × 1897 -1.430 -0.047 -1.826 -0.067 -0.109 -0.003
(1.299) (1.356) (2.881)

Excess mortality 1933 × 1913 -1.365 -0.044 -1.771 -0.065 0.330 0.010
(1.297) (1.359) (2.916)

Excess mortality 1933 × 1939 -10.837∗∗∗ -0.352 -9.215∗∗∗ -0.340 -7.369∗∗ -0.217
(1.904) (2.027) (2.907)

Excess mortality 1933 × 1949 -9.948∗∗∗ -0.324 -7.024∗∗∗ -0.259 -8.092∗∗∗ -0.238
(1.851) (1.919) (2.780)

Excess mortality 1933 × 1950 -10.088∗∗∗ -0.328 -7.149∗∗∗ -0.264 -8.261∗∗∗ -0.243
(1.832) (1.915) (2.783)

Excess mortality 1933 × 1959 -9.925∗∗∗ -0.323 -6.018∗∗∗ -0.222 -10.314∗∗∗ -0.303
(1.630) (1.690) (2.610)

Excess mortality 1933 × 1970 -9.298∗∗∗ -0.302 -4.807∗∗∗ -0.177 -9.878∗∗∗ -0.291
(1.584) (1.625) (2.485)

Excess mortality 1933 × 1979 -8.899∗∗∗ -0.289 -3.333∗∗ -0.123 -10.052∗∗∗ -0.296
(1.639) (1.683) (2.490)

Excess mortality 1933 × 1989 -8.949∗∗∗ -0.291 -2.846 -0.105 -10.008∗∗∗ -0.294
(1.738) (1.806) (2.522)

Excess mortality 1933 × 2002 -8.681∗∗∗ -0.282 -2.203 -0.081 -10.099∗∗∗ -0.297
(1.871) (2.109) (2.593)

Excess mortality 1933 × 2010 -8.684∗∗∗ -0.282 -2.303 -0.085 -9.888∗∗∗ -0.291
(2.006) (2.341) (2.674)

Ln rural population X
Observations 972 972 972
R2 0.635 0.629 0.923

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility × Post-famine,
capital province indicator × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator × Post-war, Ln
distance to Moscow × Post-famine, 1932 number of RR stations per km2 × Post-famine, republic-year FE,
and region-year FE.
For each interaction coefficient estimate standardized beta-coefficient is calculated by multiplying the estimate
by standard deviation of 1933 excess mortality and dividing by standard deviation of the dependent variable
in the corresponding year.
Standard errors clustered at the province level separately before and after the famine.
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Table A3: (Section 5, Figure 10).

Dependent variable: Ln population

estimates beta coeff
(1) (2)

Mortality 1933 × 1897 -0.129 -0.003
(1.869)

Mortality 1933 × 1939 -5.978∗∗∗ -0.131
(1.697)

Mortality 1933 × 1946 -6.790∗∗ -0.149
(2.987)

Mortality 1933 × 1947 -6.513∗∗∗ -0.143
(2.446)

Mortality 1933 × 1950 -6.479∗∗∗ -0.142
(1.893)

Mortality 1933 × 1959 -6.636∗∗∗ -0.146
(2.024)

Mortality 1933 × 1970 -7.450∗∗∗ -0.164
(2.297)

Mortality 1933 × 1979 -7.492∗∗∗ -0.165
(2.173)

Mortality 1933 × 1989 -8.588∗∗∗ -0.189
(2.329)

Mortality 1933 × 2002 -8.678∗∗∗ -0.191
(2.337)

Observations 4802
R2 0.810
Cities 525

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for town and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi
occupation indicator × Post-war, and province-year FE.
For each interaction coefficient estimate standardized beta-coefficient is calculated by multiplying the estimate
by standard deviation of 1933 mortality and dividing by standard deviation of the dependent variable in the
corresponding year.
Standard errors clustered at the town level.
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Figure A1: The correlation between 1933 excess mortality and mortality, natality, and natural increase rates over time – 25 administrative
units-level estimated coefficients of 1933 excess mortality × Year indicator variables and their 95% confidence intervals (Section 5, Figure 11).

(a) Natality (b) Mortality (c) Natural increase

(d) Rural natality (e) Rural mortality (f) Rural natural increase

Natality is a ratio of live births to population, mortality is a ratio of deaths to population, natural increase is a difference between natality and mortality. The figure
presents coefficients along with their 95% confidence intervals of the interaction effects of 1933 excess mortality × Year indicator variables for each period for which data
are available omitting 1928–1932 as a reference period. These coefficients are estimated by regressing Mortality/Natality/Natural increase on the interaction variables,
while controlling for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator × Post-war,
and republic-year FE from equation (2). The vertical line indicates the 1933 famine.
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B Robustness checks for Section 5

Table B1: The effect of 1933 famine on population. Using 1931 spring temperature instead of
1932 spring temperature in the instrumental variable estimates (Section 5).

Panel A: Panel data estimation
Dependent variable:

Ln population Ln rural population Ln urban population

Model: IV IV IV
(1) (2) (3)

Excess mortality 1933 × Post-famine -9.790∗∗∗ -1.285 -10.206∗∗

(3.305) (3.663) (4.179)
WW2 losses × Post-war X X X
Ln rural population X
Observations 924 924 924
R2 0.868 0.837 0.947
Provinces 77 77 77

Panel B: First stages of the corresponding 2SLS panel regressions
Dependent variable: Excess mortality 1933 × Post-famine

Demeaned spring 1931 temperature × Post-famine -0.011∗∗∗ -0.011∗∗∗ -0.011∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Demeaned summer 1932 precipitation × Post-famine 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
F 20.169 20.169 20.266

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility × Post-famine,
capital province indicator × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator × Post-war, Ln
distance to Moscow × Post-famine, 1932 number of RR stations per km2 × Post-famine, republic-year FE,
and region-year FE.
Standard errors clustered at the province level separately before and after the famine.
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Table B2: The effect of 1933 famine on population. Controlling for natural resources
endowment (Section 5).

Panel A: Panel data estimation
Dependent variable:

Ln population Ln rural population Ln urban population

Model: OLS IV OLS OLS IV OLS OLS IV OLS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Excess mortality 1933 -7.202∗∗∗ -8.521∗∗∗ -1.489 -2.622 -8.201∗∗∗ -9.290∗∗

× Post-famine (1.690) (3.051) (1.963) (3.226) (2.358) (3.922)
Excess mortality 1933 -8.381∗∗∗ -5.129∗ -8.850∗∗∗

× 1939 (2.265) (2.720) (3.283)
Excess mortality 1933 -7.036∗∗∗ -0.978 -8.111∗∗∗

× Post-1949 (1.742) (2.009) (2.352)
Natural resources X X X X X X X X X
Ln rural population X X X
Observations 960 912 960 960 912 960 960 912 960
R2 0.660 0.876 0.660 0.637 0.839 0.639 0.930 0.951 0.930
Provinces 80 76 80 80 76 80 80 76 80

Panel B: First stages of the corresponding 2SLS panel regressions
Dependent variable: Excess mortality 1933 × Post-famine

Demeaned spring 1932 -0.014∗∗∗ -0.014∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗∗

temp × Post-famine (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Demeaned summer 1932 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

precip × Post-famine (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
F 22.662 22.662 22.554

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility × Post-famine,
capital province indicator × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator × Post-war, Ln
distance to Moscow × Post-famine, 1932 number of RR stations per km2 × Post-famine, republic-year FE,
and region-year FE.
Natural resources are oil production 2006 × Post-famine, and coal production 2006 × Post-famine.
Standard errors clustered at the province level separately before and after the famine.

Figure B1: The correlation between 1933 excess mortality and population over time with
added controls for natural resources endowments – province-level estimated coefficients of 1933

excess mortality × Year indicator variables and their 95% confidence intervals (Section 5).

(a) Population (b) Rural population (c) Urban population

The figure presents coefficients along with their 95% confidence intervals of the interaction effects of 1933 excess
mortality × Year indicator variables for each year for which data are available omitting 1926 as a reference year.
These coefficients are estimated by regressing Ln population/Ln rural population/Ln urban population on the
interaction variables, while controlling for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility
× Post-famine, capital province indicator × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator ×
Post-war, Ln distance to Moscow × Post-famine, 1932 number of RR stations per km2 × Post-famine, republic-
year FE, and region-year FE from equation (2). The vertical line indicates the 1933 famine. The estimated
coefficients and standard errors are presented in Appendix Table A2.
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Table B3: The effect of 1933 famine on population. Controlling for political repressions
(Section 5).

Panel A: Panel data estimation
Dependent variable:

Ln population Ln rural population Ln urban population

Model: OLS IV OLS OLS IV OLS OLS IV OLS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Excess mortality 1933 -8.470∗∗∗ -9.082∗∗∗ -1.760 -2.493 -9.688∗∗∗ -10.112∗∗

× Post-famine (2.000) (3.076) (2.071) (3.156) (2.763) (3.937)
Excess mortality 1933 -9.376∗∗∗ -5.374∗ -9.989∗∗∗

× 1939 (2.467) (2.764) (3.640)
Excess mortality 1933 -8.347∗∗∗ -1.270 -9.648∗∗∗

× Post-1949 (2.051) (2.117) (2.759)
Political repressions X X X X X X X X X
Ln rural population X X X
Observations 972 924 972 972 924 972 972 924 972
R2 0.644 0.871 0.644 0.640 0.840 0.642 0.925 0.948 0.925
Provinces 81 77 81 81 77 81 81 77 81

Panel B: First stages of the corresponding 2SLS panel regressions
Dependent variable: Excess mortality 1933 × Post-famine

Demeaned spring 1932 -0.010∗∗∗ -0.010∗∗∗ -0.010∗∗∗

temp × Post-famine (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Demeaned summer 1932 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

precip × Post-famine (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
F 26.641 26.641 26.397

∗∗∗ – significance at less than 1%; ∗∗ – significance at 5%; ∗ – significance at 10%. Section 3 provides details on
data construction and Table C1 lists the exact source of every variable used. Table 1 shows summary statistics
of the main variables.
All regressions control for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility × Post-famine,
capital province indicator × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator × Post-war, Ln
distance to Moscow × Post-famine, 1932 number of RR stations per km2 × Post-famine, republic-year FE,
and region-year FE.
Political repressions are Ln number of convicted and Ln number of executed individuals under Article 58 ×
Post-famine.
Standard errors clustered at the province level separately before and after the famine.

Figure B2: The correlation between 1933 excess mortality and population over time with
added controls for political repressions – province-level estimated coefficients of 1933 excess

mortality × Year indicator variables and their 95% confidence intervals (Section 5).

(a) Population (b) Rural population (c) Urban population

The figure presents coefficients along with their 95% confidence intervals of the interaction effects of 1933 excess
mortality × Year indicator variables for each year for which data are available omitting 1926 as a reference year.
These coefficients are estimated by regressing Ln population/Ln rural population/Ln urban population on the
interaction variables, while controlling for province and year FE, grain suitability × Post-famine, grain volatility
× Post-famine, capital province indicator × Post-famine, WW2 losses × Post-war, Nazi occupation indicator ×
Post-war, Ln distance to Moscow × Post-famine, 1932 number of RR stations per km2 × Post-famine, republic-
year FE, and region-year FE from equation (2). The vertical line indicates the 1933 famine. The estimated
coefficients and standard errors are presented in Appendix Table A2.
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C Data sources

Variable Source

Excess mortality 1933
1933 mortality is from RSAE 1562/329/18,
1928 and 1937–1939 deaths are from RSAE
1562/329/256. 1928 population is from 1927
census, Tsentral’noye Statisticheskoye Up-
ravleniye SSSR. Otdel perepisi (1929). 1937
population is from Zhiromskaia et al. (1996),
1939 population is from 1939 census, Bogoy-
avlenskiy (2014), 1938 population interpolated
between 1937 and 1939.

WW2 losses Projected 1949 population is calculated from
1939 population corrected for centralized ad-
ditions (census, Bogoyavlenskiy (2014)) using
1937–1939 birth and death rates from RSAE
1562/329/256; Actual 1949 population is from
RSAE 1562/329/4464

Nazi occupation indicator RSAE 1562/329/2263

Population, Rural population, Urban popula-
tion

1897, 1926, 1939, 1959, 1970, 1979, 1989, 2002,
2010 population is from the corresponding cen-
suses. 1913 population is from MVD (1914)

Grain suitability GAEZ portal, gaez.iiasa.ac.at. Grain suit-
ability is an average of suitability values of all
major grain crops grown in Belarus, Russia,
and Ukraine: barley, buckwheat, corn, oat,
rye, and wheat. Used values for low input level
and rain-fed water supply. Mean values for
province polygons are used.

Grain volatility Standard deviation divided by mean grain pro-
duction during 1900–1913

1932 railroad stations per 1,000 km2 Location of railroad stations is from Zhukov
and Talibova (2018)

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer temperature and
precipitation

Terrestrial Air Temperature and Precipitation:
1900–2014 Gridded Monthly Time Series, Ver-
sion 4.01, Matsuura and Willmott (2014). Nor-
malized temperature is the difference between
temperature in March 1930 and the average
March temperature during 1900-1929.

Number of individuals sentenced under Arti-
cle 58, Number of individuals executed under
Article 58

Zhukov and Talibova (2018)
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